Student Club Exploits SA Loophole to Buy Booze

Every board on campus wishes they had thought of it first

By Ms. Suder '18

(SPEAKEASY UNDER ROOT HALL) Student Assembly, after the tragic and oft-mourned outcome of the Great Beer Keg Races of '84, created a hard-and-fast rule that school-funded student organizations cannot use SA funds to buy alcohol. Regardless of the age of the members. This means that all the proxy clubs created by Rugby to provide a cover for their archaic, rum-drenched rituals had to come to an end, a disappointment to most students and a few hip professors.

However, the devilishly clever and under-grouned professional actors of Dramatic Renditions of Ancient and Modern History Club found a loophole. Instead of spending SA dollars directly, it's actually possible to use those funds to raise the funds and use those funds to buy booze. With funding.

"Honestly, we didn't think of something like that," Robert Cramshaw '17 said. "On the bright side, he continued, 'we did have all of booze consumed to St. Jude's Children's Hospital. You know, for moral support.'"

Commons Cat Burglar Strikes Again

Student body rallies in support of this beloved racscallion

By Mr. Collins '19

Patriot Act Accordance Dept. (REPURPOSED BOMB SHELTER BENEATH COMMONS) The Commons Cat Burglar recently committed their most daring heist, making off with the entire inventory of Absolut vodka. The feline felon, who had been tailing the Eyed Shopkeeper, was finally able to break into the store and make off with the alcohol.

"We are quite alarmed with how easily these thefts have been carried out," said Miss. Jenny Thompson. "We've had to step up our monitoring of all the phone and internet traffic, focusing on words related to cats or burglary. As of yet there have been no conclusive ends, just a lot of porn."

"The REAL Program is about Hamilton's core values. Pétit to arrange in-dome catering, but hoped they would rather use of institutional dollars. But as long as this mishap doesn't end up exposing the whisky fermentation facility underneath List, we can just issue a stern reprimand and let this one slide."
DIARY OF A DARK SIDE DISAPPEARANCE
And If You Gaze Long Into Babbitt, Babbitt Will Also Gaze Into You

Day 1: They told me there was a party here. There is always a party. You can hear them whispering at the fringes of the scattered packs of wandering freshmen. I hear them approaching from far away, marked by the faint jingle of keys. I step into the shadows, I fear being ensnared in the grimy lengths of their laneways. The sound gets closer. There is always a party.

Day 2: Just take a left, they said. It’s not that hard. Go to Door 6 and take a left. There is always something blocking my way. Door 6 does not exist. The walls look impassive, but I feel their eyes upon me. They will not let me take a left. The four yellow posts stand guard like apocalyptic horsemen. Door 6 is laughing.

Day 3: I pass a red solo cup as I walk. I pass another, and another. They are red on white like blood on bone. The red solo cups begin to pass me. They are gathering, red on white. I look away, but I cannot escape their crinkling.

Day 4: I feel like a newborn creature in a zoo. I am in a glass cage, and I see the vague faces of those who peer in. They sense my naiveté. I am vulnerable. I hear the throb of their music like my fading pulse. Do I want to know.

Day 6: The buildings snap and stretch into tesseracts. The staircases exist in a hyper-dimension. Numbers warp and cease to have meaning. The staircases climb on infinitely, passing pockets of humanity seeking solace behind doors that are no longer marked. Perhaps they never were. I see everyone, and no one. The windows are mirrors. The staircases lead nowhere. MC Escher is restless in his grave.

Day 7: They tell me there is a party here. There is always a party.

FACE-OFF: FASHION FORWARD OUTFIT OR LAUNDRY DAY?

Fashion Forward
By Amber Pivovarova ’16

What one may see as a simple throw-on outfit, I recognize as an artistic statement. Those $10 sweatpants from IKEA with a bacon stain represent the overdone student—gray, wrinkled and in desperate need of ironing just like their motivation and energy.

That white shirt with holes? Clearly, it represents the white capitalist hell that we all live under. The holes, of course, are a metaphor for the way we’ve been pushed into the ground as slaves to the system.

Clothes are so much more than articles of fabric that people put on because they’re lazy and forgot to do laundry. One time, I was walking to the art center and saw this girl in a sports bra and basketball shorts and flip-flops. Maybe she had just returned from comfortable studying, but little does she know she’s really communicating to people that ball is life.

These outfits are really pushing the boundaries of fashion. Mismatched, beer-soaked socks and last year’s Class C Charter day shirt are subverting in a new style known as the efflorescence. Soon, our art will be spread across magazines and inspire on runways. Look out, Jean Paul Gaultier and Anna Wintour, we’re here to claim your glory.

Edited by Mr. Hossain ’18

FRIDAY FIVE: REASONS TO BELIEVE YOUR ROOMMATE’S STUDY GROUP IS A CULT
By Ms. Whitmer ’18

1. He seems pretty into blood. Your roommate has been writing a lot of dining service suggestion cards asking Bon Appetit to serve more baby lamb’s blood dipping sauce with their potato chips. He fills out at least one comment card at every meal. No one cares that much about potato chips.

2. He likes the forest a bit too much. He always comes back to your room from his study group with shrunken chipmunk carcasses, which he lines up on top of his dresser. Plus, he tracks dirt all over your floor like he’s been trekking through the Glen, not sitting in an armchair in the KJ atrium. Which is where he says he’s been, but you watched him walk right by the building on the Martin’s Way webcam after he left your room last night.

3. He whispers creepy shit while he sleeps. Two nights ago, you heard him say, “I will murder the lambs for you, Satan. You are my master in all things devilish and divine.” He repeated this phrase six hundred and sixty-six times. You are not imagining this. Do not ignore this sign.

4. That asschat is stealing your food. He’s always taking your snacks to share with his study group. When you came back to your room after class last Thursday, your Cheer-Its were completely gone, and the crumbs were arranged in a pentagram on the floor in front of your desk. At least you thought it was a pentagram, but one of his chopsticks seemed to have eaten half of the crumbs from beyond the grave, so you can’t be completely sure.

5. His textbook gave you a skin disease?? The only textbook that your roommate ever takes with him is called Glimpsing Satan through the Bloodstained Mirror of Death. You tried to look through it while he was taking a shower this morning, but you blacked out before you could read anything. And now there’s a rash on your hands that’s been oozing green liquid for over an hour.
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